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Use of barcodes in ABS Breeding
In the beginning of 2016 the company De
Jong Lelies, a Dutch breeding and wholesale
company of lilies in Andijk (NL), decided to
use ABS Breeding to support their breeding
activities. The main goal of the breeding
department, which is operated by Mr. Walter
de Wit and his assistant, is to breed new
varieties, to have attractive new lilies in the
assortment.

Lilies are a species, that needs approximately
two to three years to grow before flowering.

The lead-time to select the right flowering
plants is very short, only 7 till 10 days and
therefore high efficiency is needed. The same

bulb/plant can only flower again next year. During the selection, both crossing
parents and potential commercial products are selected.

When the offspring is planted in the
glasshouse, the group of seedlings of one
crossing has a barcode crossings number, a
white label. This barcode relates to data of
the crossing which is kept in ABS Breeding.
Before the selection process is going to take
place, the breeder prints out a large number
of yellow labels with barcodes, then still
unconnected to plants or crossings.

Whenever a lily is selected, the breeder
scans the barcode of the crossing, a white
label, and a yellow label and connect them
together and makes a photo and description.
After selection the plant can immediately be
used for further crossings. With two scans the
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selected plant is marked as selected in ABS Breeding. The breeder can use his
mobile phone for this purpose.

Working with this new selection procedure supported by ABS Breeding, saves a
lot of Walter's time.

New developments in ABS Seed (available
starting version 9.40)

Registration of farmers in a cooperative

On request of our customer Van Waveren Saaten we developed the possibility to
register farmers as well as growers. This means in an ABS contract with a
cooperative (grower in ABS) the farmer can be registered on the specified fields.
The farmer is shown in different screens in ABS, like:

 Fields, Receiving planning, Pending receivings integrated, Batches, Select
batches for processing and CRM Batches.

 Production contracts

Supply chain information

In earlier versions of ABS Seed it was already possible to configure in the Sales
Module the customer of a plant raiser or dealer. It is now also possible to register
the grower, who really planted the seed or to register the region where the seed
is sown.

Create shipments

On request of a customer the shipping of truckloads can be done more efficient
now. In the program Order allocation it is made possible to select one or more
lines to combine them in a shipment. The total packaging weight (the net weight
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of the seed + overfill + packaging weight) of the selected lines will become
visible.

 Order allocation

Result codes of quality tests displayed in "select batches for
processing" and "CRM Inventory"

In version 9.40 it is made possible to see besides the most recent quality
percentage results also the most recent result codes in the programs where
family test results are used. Also less clicks are needed to view the details of the
quality results. These are now visible in the most important screens.

The labels for the family tests can contain now more characters.

 The labels for the family tests can contain now also more characters

New functionality in ABS Seed: ABS Sales App
To make ABS Seed better useful for your external staff we have developed the
ABS Sales App, a mobile solution for your sales representatives visiting
customers. The ABS Sales App is designed to be functional "on line" as well as
"off-line" and is integrated with the ABS Seed Sales Module. The data that is
transferred through the ABS Sales App is encrypted from end-to-end.

You log-on to the ABS Sales App via your smartphone, either an Android or iOS
device. Updates of the ABS Sales App will automatically be deployed onto your
smartphone when you log-on the next time.

You can book reservations to be confirmed and processed later by your back-
office. Also you can book sales order lines and allocate and deliver, if you have
stock available (for example in your truck) immediately. The remaining stock is
recalculated.
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 ABS Sales App menu screen

You can manage your relations through the buttons Customers & Contacts. You
can verify the status of a booked sales order. The sales representative can
upload new data from the App to ABS Seed whenever there is a good internet
connection available.

The ABS Sales App makes use of barcodes and is capable to control mobile
printers for printing invoices or reports.

Release in Q1 2017

We are currently testing the ABS Sales App with several of our existing
customers. We expect to launch the ABS Sales App in the first quarter of 2017
for all our customers using the Sales Module of ABS Seed.

Where to meet ABS in the next 6 months?
JAN 17-19

 Sival Angers, France.

JAN 28-31
 ASTA Vegflo conference Orlando, Florida, USA.

FEB 12-14
 Indian Seed Congress Kolkata, India.

http://www.sival-angers.com/
http://www.betterseed.org/events/asta-vegetable-flower-seed-conference/


MAY 22-24
 ISF World Seed Congress Budapest, Hungary.
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